
Third Sunday of Advent: Cycle A 

The Gospel of St. Matthew 11: 2-11 

Some years ago, after moving to Lewiston as pastor of St. Joseph’s Parish, the then-administrator of 

the very large St. Peter’s Catholic Cemetery offered me an historical tour. During our tour, we went to an area 

toward the edge of the cemetery and there he told me, “This was the unconsecrated area where babies dying 

before baptism were buried as well as those who committed suicide. After being hired, I realized that while we 

no longer made those distinctions with burials, this space had never been consecrated.  

“So, I arranged for a priest to come out to bless the space, and placed a notice in local parish bulletins 

in case anyone wished to come for the prayer service. You would not believe it! The area was filled with 

people. Women and men in their seventies and eighties wept as the space where their children were buried 

was finally consecrated. They had carried the pain of their children’s rejection for a long time.” 

He was justly proud with his decisions to have the space consecrated and invite folks through the 

parish bulletins. I was also grateful for his vision and sensitivity. But there were other questions. “Who decided 

the unbaptized and those having committed suicide could not be buried in consecrated space?” “Who decided 

to begin burying them with everyone else and not leave them separated?” “When did this change take place?”  

“Why did it take a layman several years later to think of finally blessing the space and inviting people to 

attend?” “Where were the ordained, the decision makers, and those charged with the pastoral care of 

people?” “Why did so many Catholic parents have to bear the painful burden of their children’s rejection for 

so long after decisions were made to bury everyone together without distinction of baptism or cause of 

death?” 

The issue of Catholic burials is but one of many noteworthy practices considered significantly 

important in Catholic teaching at one time only later to be changed, after deciding the importance wasn’t that 

significant after all. I recognize the difficulty of 20/20 hindsight and criticizing a period of church history 

without understanding the issues church leadership faced in those days. 

But those who fail to understand history are often doomed to repeat it. The issues of acceptance and 

rejection in Catholic Church life continue today and have become a point of real contention especially since 

Pope Francis’ election to the chair of St Peter.  

These issues revolve around critical questions such as “Who is considered properly disposed to receive 

Holy Communion?” “Who is welcomed to attend Mass but should refrain from receiving Communion?” “What 

kind of a church is the Catholic Church?” “For what are we known and how are we regarded?” “How is the 

church to be faithful to the Apostolic Tradition handed down through millennia and across the face of the 

planet?” 

If those questions seem daunting, these are the same type of questions disturbing St. John the Baptist 

as he lingers in his squalid prison cell. We heard the content of his preaching last week. He preached the 

Kingdom of Heaven as “coming wrath” with “axes at tree roots” while naming the religious leaders as a “brood 

of vipers.” He promised the coming Messiah would burn chaff with “unquenchable fire.” “So who is this Jesus 

and is he the one so proclaimed?” If so, why isn’t he living up to the expectations of the Baptist’s preaching? 

Jesus tells the Baptist’s disciples, “Go and tell John what you hear and see: the blind regain their sight, 

the lame walk, lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised and the poor have the good news 

proclaimed to them.” This is not the job description the Baptist was expecting, but it is who Jesus is. And Jesus 

is indeed The One for whom they have waited. 



When the Lord ends his response, “Blessed is the one who takes no offense in me;” the literal sense is 

“blessed is the one not scandalized” by me. Scandal refers to an obstacle hindering faith. The Baptist is waiting 

for a divider and harsh judge. He is in a sense scandalized by a healer and one who welcomes those living at 

the margins of society. 

Jesus’ first and foremost mission is to proclaim and reveal the Kingdom of Heaven. His fidelity to that 

mission is spelled out in his response John’s disciples. His message certainly echoes the great prophecies from 

Isaiah and other Old Testament prophets. The people’s primary experience encountering God is one of joy and 

gratitude: not one of fear and separation. We do not know how the Baptist reacted to their report, but we 

have every reason to hope that John the Baptist embraced this deeper understanding of Jesus. 

The Third Sunday of Advent in Latin is referred to as “Gaudete Sunday,” or “Sunday of Joy.” Joy comes 

from hope, and all who look forward to the coming Kingdom in glory have great reason to hope. Our 

awareness of the Kingdom in our midst comes from the reality of God’s grace in every moment of everyday 

life. This awareness requires a constant conversion and giving over to God all that we are. This is a lifelong 

process, requiring discipline, generosity, an open heart and a deep trust in God’s merciful love for each of us. 

The foundation of our faith is “love.” Love God, neighbor and our self is universal standard for 

judgment. That this standard sounds simple does not translate to being easy.  

Pope Francis in a homily installing new cardinals two years ago, commented on the gospel passage 

when Jesus heals a leper by touching him and making him clean, “For Jesus, what matters above all is reaching 

out to save those far off, healing the wounds of the sick, restoring everyone to God’s family! And this is 

scandalous to some people! 

“Jesus is not afraid of this kind of scandal! There are two ways of thinking and of having faith: we can 

fear to lose the saved and we can want to save the lost. Even today it can happen that we stand at the 

crossroads of these two ways of thinking. The thinking which would remove the danger by casting out the 

diseased person, and the thinking of God, who in his mercy embraces and accepts by reinstating him and 

turning evil into good.”  

“In a word: charity cannot be neutral, antiseptic, indifferent, lukewarm or impartial! Charity is 

infectious, it excites, it risks and it engages! Charity is creative in finding the right words to speak to all those 

considered incurable and hence untouchable. Finding the right words…the same endearing language which 

brought healing to the leper…The leper, once cured, became a messenger of God’s love. The Gospel tells us 

that ‘he went out and began to proclaim it freely and to spread the word.’” 

Decisions regarding who should consider themselves properly disposed to receiving Holy Communion 

are made by those more than a few pay grades above mine. Questions regarding those in marriages without 

benefit of church blessing (including the divorced and remarried), our sisters and brothers who are gay, those 

needing artificial means of regulating birth dominate the discussions of those considered to be properly 

disposed or not. Are these the most important issues we face as church or does our focus on these issues keep 

us from a deeper realization of the Kingdom in our midst? 

Jesus will soon after include strong language regarding judgment in his preaching as well. He will 

continue the Baptist’s imagery of harvesting fruit from the branches of each tree. The fruits of loving works 

become the standard for judgment. Entering the Kingdom of Heaven requires non-negotiable repentance and 

complete about face from whatever is selfish, malicious, and cold-hearted. 



Those that refuse to be loving, merciful, or just; those that refuse the needs of the poor or abuse their 

authority to exploit others face a harsh judgment.  In a word, those who refuse to have any participation in the 

Kingdom of Heaven, if coming from their heart, face an eternity of suffering and loss. But even then, the 

judgment of each person belongs to God alone. 

Whatever the paths taken to address these and other sensitive issues, let us at least hope it involves 

studying our history of past issues once considered significant and now considered “not so much.” The last 

thing we need as church is another space filled with elderly parents weeping uncontrollably and wondering, 

“What took you so long?” 


